Let L be the cyclotomic field of the e-th roots of unity where e is even, and p be a prime of the form 1 + ef. The Jacobi sums for the e-th power residue characters of p, divisible by a prime ideal divisor P of p in L, together with the torsion group W of L forms a multiplicative group J. It is shown in this paper that J is embedded into a group J0 = W • .4, where A is a free Abelian group of rank ~(e)/2, in a manner quite independent of p. On the other hand, a necessary and sufficient condition for a difference set over a cyclic group of p elements which has a multiplier group of index e is obtained. Combining these two theorems, we can determine all the cyclic difference set with e < 12.
INTRODUCTION
Let e be an even number and let p be a prime number such that p _ 1 (mode). Then the set of all e-th power residues of p, possibly taken together with 0, forms a difference set, if and only if we have certain (e/2) --1 equalities among the cyclotomic numbers of degree e, due to E. Lehmer [6] . Extensive work has been done along this line, for e <~ 20, by Whiteman [10, 11, 12] , Muskat [8] , Baumert-Fredricksen [1] , and others. The problem is immediately generalized to difference sets consisting of an arbitrary number of cosets of the group of the e-th power residues of p, where 0 may also be included. In this direction only the cases e ~< 6 were treated by Hall [3] .
In this paper the author gives a new criterion to decide whether such a system of cosets gives rise to a difference set or not. Theorem 4 states this criterion, in terms of (e/2) --1 congruences modp, which involve invariants from the given system and binomial coefficients. The binomial coefficients are then replaced by the Jacobi sums in Theorem 4', by con, sidering these relations in a cyclotomic number field. The Gaussian sums and the Jacobi sums seem to be the most natural tool to manipulate our problem, since the Gaussian sums approximate the gamma function, and the Jacobi sums the beta functions in local number field, as was noted in a previous paper [14] . Theorem 4' is most suited to a numerical computation, and it has been verified on the electronic computer CDC 3600 of the University of Wisconsin that no new difference sets are possible for e~<12.
I. JACOBI SUMS
Gaussian Sums and Jacobi Sums.
We denote the rational number field by Q, and its subring of all rational integers by Z. Let e be a fixed integer > 1, and let p be a prime number such that p ~ 1 (mode). We denote the multiplicative group of the e-th power residue characters ofp by X. The unit element of X, the principal character, is denoted by/, and the quadratic residue character of p by ~b. We extend X of X to any integer x by setting X(X) = 0 if x ~ 0 (mod p), even if X = L The Gaussian sum r(X ) is defined for a character X in X by
= -E x(x)
X=I where ~ is a primitive p-th root of unity. It is known that 7(1) = 1,
r(X)-c(X) = p for X 3 & L We define the Jacobi sum ~'(X1, X2) for Xx and X~ in X by ~'(X1 , X2) --7(Xl) T(X2) T(X1X2)
It is known that ~r(X~, X2) belongs to the field Q(~e) of the e-th roots of unity and that If X = =/:/, then rr(x, ~b) = X(4)Tr(X, X)"
zr(x1, X2) ~ --~ XI(x) X2(Y)
If I I e and X ~ =7~ I, then
I-I rr(X, v~) = X(IO ]--[ rr(X, XO.
O~=l j=l 0~I
The relation (vi) is the Davenport-Hasse formula [2] , and (v) is a special case of it. The relation (vi) is written in terms of Gaussian sums Now we take a prime divisor P of p in L and keep it fixed. We denote by X the primitive e-th power residue character ofp such that X(x) = x ~ (mod P) (4) for all rational integers x. We retain the meaning of P and X in the rest of this paper.
We denote the automorphism ~, --+ ~ of L/Q by (re 9 The "fractional part" of a real number x will be denoted by (x) . Then in the ~3~--~-adic completion of L(~) we have the multiplicative congruences
(rood• e"-b, (6) for any a, b and t such that (t, e) = 1. In particular if p --1 = ef and a>~O,b>~O,a+b < e then
~.(xO x~ ) _, [(a
As for the prime ideal decomposition we have symbolically
(Ls)=I 
Multiplicative Groups of Gaussian Sums and of Jaeobi Sums.
We denote by W the group of powers of ~. This is the torsion group of L • the multiplicafive group of the field L. Denote by G the multiplicafive group generated by W and by the Gaussian sums ~-(Xa). Also we denote by J the subgroup of G generated by W and by the Jacobi sums ~r(Xa, Xb), and by J0 its subgroup generated by W and by the Jacobi sums rr(X% X b) divisible by P. Let (G) denote the group of ideals of L(~) generated by (~-(X~)), and let (J) and (J0) denote its subgroups corresponding to J and J0-We first note that the natural homomorphism ~, --~ (~) of G onto (G) has the kernel IV. In fact, if v e G is a unit of L(~) then v~7 is a power of p, thus v~7 ----1, and this implies by a theorem of Kronecker on the unit group of an Abelian extension that v is a root of unity in L(~). Since ~ ~ L for all ~ in G we have v' ~ L, and hence v E L, v ~ W.
The Module U.
The image groups (G), (J), and (J0) are isomorphic to some universal groups associated with e, but quite independent of the prime p. Namely, for rational numbers ~ in (1/e)Z we associate Then obviously too -----to1 ----1 and Similarly we can characterize the subgroup (J) by
The group (J) is the direct product of (Jo) and {(toe)), the free as seen from (13).
(14)
(15) LEMMA 2. cyclic group generated by (to,). (J) is generated by (J0) and (to,). The product (Jo) • {(to,)) is direct by Lemma 1 and (to,) = (~-(X)) ~.
A Previous Result.
It was proved in a previous paper [14] 
and the skew-symmetry condition
Thus We first show that if d is an even divisor of e and if as((7")) = (7') for all s such that (s, e) = 1 and s ~ 1 (mod d) then A((7')) ~ Ua + V~
We prove (19) by a descending induction on i. If i ----r then (19) is trivial. So, assume i > 2 and assume the validity of (19) for i. Then A((7')) ------fl (mod Ua + V,-O for some fi in Ua,, and by Section 6, fi is written as
since every proper divisor of di appears before di in (18). The submodules Ud are all invariant under the automorphism induced in U by ors. So, we have Here we note that for each j we can select a j' to satisfy both sj~ ~ s~,~ 
Here if di' > 1 still, then A((y) ) ~ Ua + V4-1 by the property of the sequence (18). If dt' = 1 on the other hand, then d41 d and F(~) ~ Ud for ~ M(d4), so that A( (7) ) e Ua from (20). Thus (19) is established for i --1, completing an inductive proof of (19). By taking i = 2 in (19) we see that A( (7)) e v~ . Now suppose that (9') is an ideal originated in Q(~a). This means that a~((9")) = (9") for all s such that (s, e) = 1 and s ~ 1 (rood d). Therefore A((9')) e Ua as shown above, and this implies that (9') is in the group generated by (r(Xaa)) of Gaussian sums of the d-th power residue characters. The ideal (9")o of the field Q(~a) belongs to the multiplicative group of Jacobi sums (~r(Xd ~, xab)), rr(XaL Xa b) =-0 (mod P), by applying Lemma 1 to the field Q(~a). Then we see
Direct Product Decomposition of the Group
from (8), (10), (11), (12) , and this shows that r generates a maximal cyclic subgroup of J0, by the assertion proved at the beginning of this proof. This means (ul ..... u~t,)/3) = 1 in (23). By choosing c~ to satisfy ~(e)l~ u+ Y~ c~ui=O i=l and by changing yi to ~~ i we have the desired module A 0 . If e = 6, then to8 = r 1)X(4)to22, to4 = r 1)to3~to~ -I as seen from (iii), (v), (12) , and, since r 3) = 1, we see that r is in the group A 0 generated by X(2)to~.
Note that by taking
the condition (22) is also satisfied for i = 0 and ~o, Yl ..... ~(,)/3 generate a free submodule A = A0 x {Y0} of J such that J = W • A.
The Elements ~1~.
We recall the following relations among w~ besides (14) and (15). (29) shows that ~Ta is periodic in a with period e or 2e according as p ~ 1 (mod 4) or p ---------1 (mod 4). The two relations (30) and (31) are quite analogous to the skew-symmetry condition (17) and the F-functional equation (16) of the function F0(r It is very interesting to find all the solutions of(28)-(31). For, in this connection Hasse [4, p. 465] conjectured that the norm relation r(Xa)r(X -a) = Xa( -1)p for a ~ 0 (mod e) and the Davenport-Hasse formula (vii) are essentially the only relations connecting the Gaussian sums r(X ~) multiplicatively. This problem wag solved in [14] for the ideals (r(x~)) rather than for the numbers r(X~). The original, and the more difficult, problem is actually reduced to finding all the solutions ~Ta e W of the system of equations (28) to (31). Note that the ratio ~,' of two such solutions should be periodic in a with the period e and should satisfy
a straightforward analogy to (16) and (17). We solve the problem for the special case when e/2 is an odd prime.
The Case in Which el2
Is an Odd Prime. Let e = 2q, q being an odd prime. Let s be the prime ideal divisor of q in the field L = Q(~,) = Q(~q). Then we first note that all elements y of J satisfy the congruence y~ +l(mod~).
Indeed X(X) = ~(x)xq(x) for a primitive q-th power residue character Xq of p, and Xq(X) ~ 1 (mod ~) for x ~ 0 (mod p), i.e., X(x) =-~b(x) (mod ~). It follows from (1) that
so that y -------4-1 (mod ~) for all y in J. It is known that such an element y of L is changed into a semiprimary element in the sense of Hilbert [5, p. 
12. In this connection we need the following simple We also note the special case l = 2 of (31):
by using ~b(q) = r 1)(q-l)/2, which is seen in (34). Now taking a = 1 in (37) we see that ~7~ q-1)/2 = r 1)tq-1)/YX(4 ) by (36). On the other hand ~b(--1) = ~72q = ~-1~2 = X(4)2~7~, so that V2 = ~b(--1)2(4) 8. Putting this in (36) we have the first equation of the lemma, Next let a be odd. Then we have from (37) and the first part of the Lemma just proved, that
We summarize the results for the case when e/2 = q is an odd prime in 
The quantity n defined by n = k --~ plays an important role in our study of these cyclic difference sets. If n = 0 then D is either an empty set or the whole set. If n = 1 then D either consists of a single element or is complementary to it. We consider in this paper only difference sets with n > 0. We call such a difference set trivial if n = 1. (III) Let t be an integer and assume that for every prime divisor q of n there exists an integer h such that t =--qh (mod p). Then t is a multiplier of any (p, k, ;~)-difference set D such that n = k --A.
In fact (I) follows from the fact that --1 is not a multiplier if n > 0. 
Formulation of the Problem.
We fix an even number e, and consider prime numbers p such that
Furthermore let B be a given subset off-th power residues of p, consisting of exactly s elements. 
We assume the obvious necessary condition
Our problem is to find a suitable necessary and sufficient condition, imposed on the basic set B, in order that D defined in (40) is a difference set.
In general if D is a subset of 9t~, containing exactly k elements, we define the polynomial D(x)= ~.a~O X a with an indeterminate x. The polynomial D(x) is to be considered (mod x 9 --1) in the ring Z(x). With this notation it is known that D is a difference set if and only ifk(k --1) =--0 (modp --1) and
for a primitive p-th root of unity ~, where n is of course =k--A,A= k(k--1)
19. The p-adic Consideration. We consider now the p-adic completion of Q(~), and take the element ~ as defined by (2), in Section 3. Then on account of (3) 
K.K~-. =-s24-E E~ E~,-~-~+ E E E (~,-~)~-= ~+~
(mod p), we have 
So = d 4-2 df (s 4-ps) q-f2(s2 4-ps(s 4-e)) ~ k 2 --pA =--n (modp2), so that

D(~v) D(~,) ~--n 4-f~ ~, --2deK, 4-• (--1), vf KuK,_~ ' (vf)!
a(x) D(x -1) -----k 4-~, AbX b
(mod x ~ --1), 8=1 so that
if (46) 
III. APPLICATION OF JACOBI SUMS
21. Intrinsic Basic Set. In Theorem 4 the basic set B was considered to lie in the ring 9t~, thus depended on p. This restriction is removed by considering the cyclomotic field L = Q(~,).
Let P be a prime divisor of p in L, and X be the primitive e-th power residue character of p satisfying (4). Now let B be a subset of W, the torsion group of L • the multiplicative group of L, and define the set E as the totality of residues a (mod p) for which 
/z=0 for v = 2 ..... e --2, where s is the number of elements in B and K~ is the v-th power sum from the basic set B. Here we recall the congruence (7) to replace the binomial coefficients. This is now written as
so that Theorem 4 now reads as follows:
THEOREM 4'. Let P be a prime ideal divisor of p in Q(~,), where p is a prime p : ef + 1, andf is odd. Let X be the primitive e-th power residue character of p such that X(X) =~ x I (mod P) for all x. Let B be a subset of W, consisting of s elements, and choose d : 0 or d = 1. Define E as the set of all residues x (mod p) such that X(X) ~ B, and let D : E .for d =-O, D = E u 0 for d = 1. Then the set D is a difference set if and only if s(sfq-2d-1) ~ 0 (rood e) and v--1 2(s --de) K~ -F ~ (--1)~(X~, X ~-~) K~K._, =-0 (mod P) (50) t~=l for v = 2, 4,..., e --2, where K~ is the v-th power sum from the set B.
22. Elimination of the Jacobi Sums. We can eliminate ~(X ., X~-~) in (50) by means of Theorem 2. In fact by using the notations of Theorem 2 we write (50) as v--1 
2(s-de) K~ -~ Z (--1)~K~7,K~-~-~ff ~(F(-~) q-F(~-~) -F(-~)) =--
for j = 1 ..... e/2 --9(e)/2 --1. The system is universal in the sense that the left-hand side of (56) is quite independent ofp as a form. It is true that Hi involves the quantities ~/a depending on the prime p. However, first of all they lie within W, and moreover they are restricted by a system of equations (28), (29), (30), and (31). So, the left-hand side of (56) takes only a finite number of values. This means that unless all the resultants R~(j = 1 ..... e/2 --9(e)/2 --1) in (55) are 0, there are only a finite number of primes p satisfying (56), i.e., there are only a finite number of primes p for which D is a difference set.
Basic Index Set.
The basic set B is characterized by the set C of indices u such that ~u ~ B, for a fixed primitive e-th root of unity ~. We call C the basic index set of the prospective difference set D. The set C is considered as a subset of the ring ~,, and just as in Section 15, we define an equivalence relation among these sets, based on linear transformations of 9t~. Thus C and Ca are equivalent, by definition, if and only if C1 = tC q-u for a regular element t of ~ and an element u of 91~.
Consider the effect of the transformation C --+ tC -? u on the power sum K~. A translation C --+ C + u replaces K~ by ~"K~, and the system of congruences (50) (29), (30), (31) but still independent of p, then we could reduce the number of the parameters ~. For instance if e = 2q and q is an odd prime, then every % is expressible in terms of X(2), as is shown in Lemma 5, so that in this case we need no parameter ~, and only one parameter ft.
As for the parameters/3, which are special values of X, there may be found some kind of reciprocity laws, which eventually diminish the number of the parameters/3 or restrict the variable range of each parameter. The minimal necessary number of the parameters ~ and the minimal necessary range of each parameter fl are, however, not known to the author. This problem is, in my opinion, the same problem as the strictest version of the Hasse conjecture, namely, as the problem to determine all the multiplicative relations connecting the Gaussian sums T(X ~) of the e-th power residue characters. The main difficulty seems to lie in the fact that we need yet to find some arithmetic invariants Qf the cyclotomic number fields.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
26
. In this section we deal with the cases in which e is small, e ~< 12. We may assume by definition (40) of our prospective difference set that 27. Lete:6. Thens: 1,2, or 3 and ifs=3thend=0by(59). There is only one ideal 9A generated by Jacobi sum divisible by P, since L is quadratic. Let zr = 7r(X z, XZ). Then ~ = (Tr) = P and 7r ~ 1 (mod 3) by Lemma 4. The congruence (53) in Theorem 4' reads
where 2rr : a q-3 X / --3b. Elimination of r~ results in
We --6V' --3 (mod P), a s = --108 (modp), or 4p = 4a 2 + 108,p = a 2 + 27. Conversely, ifp = a s + 27 then 2 is a cubic residue of p, as is well known, and D is a difference set. This is Hall's [3] difference set. These are all possible difference sets for e = 6 in the sense of equivalence.
28.
The Case e = 8. There are two ideals which generate the group (Jo), and these are represented by 7r = ~r(X2, X 4) and ~c = ~r(X, X4). We see that Tr belongs to Q(i), ~c to Q(~/-2), and that 7r ~ I (mod 2(1 --i) ), K ~ 1 (mod 2(1 --~a) . Let rr = a q-2ib, K = c Jr ~v/-2g. We take rr and x as a basis of the group Ao. Note that co 4 ~ ~b(4) ~ 1 (mod (1 --~a) ), so that the condition (28) The only possibility is Class 1 with 2 being a biquadratic residue of p.
It follows from (61) to (62) that e ~= 1 --8d, a ~ --3(1 --8d) (rood p), i.e., a= --3(1--8d), e 1--8d, and p = 9(1--8d) 2+4b 2 :
(1 --8d) 2+2g 2. We have b~0(mod4) and g~2(mod4) by the requirement f~ 1 --2d(modS). Thus p = 9(1 --8d) 2+64b, 2 = (1 --8d) ~ + 8gl 2 with g~ odd. Conversely if p is of the form then, as is well known, 2 is a biquadratic residue ofp. So, these are the only difference sets in the sense of equivalence, for e = 8. 
R2(K, fl)
were computed by an electronic computer. In Table I 
The expression is unique except for the transformation u -+ v, v -+ --u, y--*--y and its powers. The following lemma is due to E. Lehmer (cf. [6] ). We give here a proof because we need some part of the proof to settle the impossibility of Class 3. where ~=*/3, fl=2(4) with X(27) = --a2= j:l, fl3=_1.
By using a new parameter 3 = --c~3fl z we have */1 = */~ = r/5 = */s = 1, */7 = */11 = --1, 
